
Ribeira da Igreja (superior)
Info: The quality of this description has not been checked yet or was rated bad.
If you know this canyon, please check this description and file a report with a rating for this description using
Reports -> +New Report. Should you notice any error, please let us know or join the community in order to fix this
description yourself.
Create: 2024-03-25 19:03:04 Update: 2024-03-25 19:10:53 Print: 2024-05-21 10:05:52
Country: Portugal   Region: Madeira   Subregion:    Town: Porto Moniz
Difficulty:  difficult Grading:  v5 a2 ? Total time: 

Approachtime: 30min Tourtime: Returntime:

Altitude entry: 560m Altitude exit: 220m Delta Altitude: 340m
Canyon length:  m Highest rapell: m Amount rapells:

Transport: Cablecar Rock type: Intake area: km²
Season: December - April Orientation: West Best Time:

Rating:  0 () Info:  0 () Belay:  1 (1)
Specialities:

Gear:
Ropes: UNBEKANNT
Summary: (machine translated)
THIS CANYON HAS NOT YET BEEN FULLY EXPLORED!
Hydrology:

Access:

Approach:

Tour: (machine translated)
From the heavily overgrown hiking trail, we roped down from a tree to the stream. This was followed by an 
extremely overgrown passage, making it almost impossible to continue. Then two more natural rappels from the 
tree. Up to this point, only short ropes were needed. As the next part was again extremely overgrown, we had to 
abort our attempt due to the time.
Return: (machine translated)
Continue via Ribeira da Igreja (inferiore), then along the coast to the cable car. Follow the instructions under 
Ribeira da Igreja (inferiore)!
Coordinates:
Parking at Entry  32.84493910 -17.21306470
Canyon Start  32.84451320 -17.21857000
Reports:

2024-03-06 | Christian Balla | |  |   |  Low |  Emergency exit
We tried to find an alternative to the extremely dangerous access to the Ribeira da Igreja (inférieur) with lots of
equipment and ropes. From the starting point of the Igreja inferiore it is clear to see that there is an upper part.
This can also be seen on maps. However, we didn't get very far. It was all extremely overgrown. We made our way
through the bushes for the first few meters. Another attempt must follow at some point ... ATTENTION: - CANYON
IS NOT YET SET UP! - FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR IGREJA INFERIORE! (machine translated)
Parts:
Ribeira da Igreja (inférieur), v5 a2 V, 1h30+2h30+45min
Ribeira da Igreja (superior), v5 a2 ?, 30min++

First descent: 06.03.2024 by Erkundung am 6.3.24 - Noch nicht erstbegangen

http://www.google.com/maps/place/32.84493910,-17.21306470
http://www.google.com/maps/place/32.84451320,-17.21857000

